The World Tree, Tarot, and Truth about the God Scam
Originally, the Tarot was Ancient Egyptian and also later found in India. However,
the Jews have corrupted this with their own alphabet which is full of stolen letters
from the East, Greek, and Egyptian. So the Kabbalah Tarot deck is what we will
be investigating as they are 22 hieroglyphs for the Hebrew alphabet and how this
works. And this post will expose right from their kabbalah the scam of their "god"
which in Kabbalah is shown as the world tree.
The major arcana of the Tarot deck is designed to form the 22 pathways on the
kabbalah world tree; this with the ten major sephiroth form the 32 pathways on
the world tree with the last and hidden path relating to the concept of “Daath”.
This makes 33 which is based on the 33 vertebrae of the spine. Each Tarot card
is a Hebrew letter and is placed in a pattern to open up that part of the spine to
generate and raise the “Lev”, which is the name of the 32 pathways (with the
33rd being the hidden pathway). It is short for Leviathan, which in kabbalah is
shown as a serpent dragon with a crown. This is what the kabbalah cube is
based on, and how the tarot is used. Note the Fool card is the 21st card (it is also
the 0 card), it is the letter Shin, and Judgment is Resh which is ruled by Saturn
which is the planet of judgment.
The three mother letters of the Hebrew alphabet are Aleph, Shin, and Mem.
These form the core of the world tree, and the cube. This relates to the concept
of the trinity in Kabbalah and the three core elements. This shows the Temple of
Solomon. Shin is fire and is from the ancient name of the Sun God, Shemesh.
Mem is water, it is also spelled Mam, it means Moon. The Aleph is air, which is
placed in the middle of the two. The element of air is the intermediary between
fire and water. Shin, or the sun, is the three lower or male chakras; Mem, or the
Moon, is the upper three female chakras; and Aleph is the middle region of the
heart, between them. This is the Temple of Sol A Mon... Shin A Mem. It’s simply
showing the orientation of the soul and uniting the chakras through the world
tree. In kabbalah, their spheres are shown as male and female beings copulating
in the world tree to generate their "god", the Ayn Sop which is shown as the
Leviathan, the crowned serpent. This is the inner sexual alchemical union of the
soul of the chakras which is completed in the skull with the final union of the
upper three worlds, the trine parts of the brain, with the other seven chakras by
raising the serpent. This is all stolen from Egypt, Greece, and the East where this
knowledge came from.
This is the "god" of Kabbalah; it’s a code for the alien Jewish soul. Note right in
the Torah it lists the seven lower sephiroth which are placed on the middle pillar
(the spine) and rules the seven chakras and planets as “god”.

The number of each sephiroth being named is placed next to the name.
Chronicles 29:11
"Yours O God are the Greatness 4, the Strength 5, the Beauty 6, the Victory 7
and the Splendor 8 for All 9 in heaven in earth yours O God is the Kingdom 10."
It also lists the other three upper sephiroth which rule the trine parts of the brain
as God:
Proverbs 3:19,20
With Wisdom 2, God established the earth, and with Understanding 2, He
established the heavens and with His Knowledge 1, the depths were broken up."
There are more examples of this in the Torah as well.
The ten statements of creation in Genesis in which "God" creates are also the
ten sephiroth in kabbalah.
The electrical field of conscious energy, the god form that has been created in
the astral with the Torah, which is created by the 22 Hebrew letters which form
the name and body of their "god" and which is their god, is designed to tie into
the Jewish soul and is built as an extension a kind of macrocosmic soul of the
Jewish people. This is what the Rabbis mentioned in Kabbalah. The five books of
the Torah tie into the five worlds of the tree with Daath being the hidden fifth
world. The statements in the Torah naming their "god" as the ten sephiroth tie the
energy into their soul. The Torah is also shown as the Tree of Life which is the
Kabbalah tree in Judaism.
This is why the leadership of the Rabbis such as in Chabad state the Jewish
People are the manifestation of their god. Because their "god" is their own
selves, their own alien Jewish soul, and their collective alien Jewish racial soul
they have created an energy field as an extension of.
The two most used names of "god" in the Torah are Elohim and Shema. The
Elohim relates to the creation of this energy matrix of theirs by the Hebrew
letters, and Shema is the prayer the Jews created to bring their matrix of energy
into the material world to work for them.
Christians and Muslims are worshiping the Jewish soul and race as "god" and
feeding their energy into this collective of Jews for them to use to bring about the
final destruction of the Gentiles and bring in the Jewish World Government, the

Messianic Age. Which is what the Jewish "god" (the Jewish Race) commands is
to be done, as the agenda of the Torah. This is why this "god" demands slavish
worship 24/7, it’s about sending a constant stream of energy into this to keep it
infused and going.
The Reverse Torah Rituals are undoing the alien Jewish enemy on the level of
their alien soul. So do the Reverse Torah Rituals every day.
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